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ABSTRACT

1.

The sexual identities of human handprints inform hypotheses regarding the roles of males and females in prehistoric
contexts. Sexual identity has previously been manually determined by measuring the ratios of the lengths of the individual’s ﬁngers as well as by using other physical features.
Most conventional studies measure the lengths manually and
thus are often constrained by the lack of scaling information on published images. We have created a method that
determines sex by applying modern machine-learning techniques to relative measures obtained from images of human
hands. This is the ﬁrst known attempt at substituting automated methods for time-consuming manual measurement
in the study of sexual identities of prehistoric cave artists.
Our study provides quantitative evidence relevant to sexual
dimorphism and the sexual division of labor in Upper Paleolithic societies. In addition to analyzing historical handprint records, this method has potential applications in criminal forensics and human-computer interaction.

From the ornately stenciled hands on the breathtaking
wall panel of the Gua Tewet cave of eastern Borneo to
the hands scattered around the Spotted Horses of the
Pech-Merle cave in southern France, prehistoric handprints
and hand stencils have fascinated archaeologists and art
historians for many years (Fig. 1). Our work is motivated
by a particular interest in the sexual dimorphism of
hands in parietal art [4, 14].
There is considerable
anthropological interest in sexual dimorphism and sexual
division of labor in Upper Paleolithic societies. For instance,
if biologically modern humans pair-bonded more strongly
than did the Neanderthals with whom they were competing,
such pair-bonding behavior might help explain some of the
competitive advantage of modern humans as well as the
legacy of pair-bonding among living humans today.
Much recent research into the sexual identities of the
makers of prehistoric handprints and hand stencils [5]
simply assumed that males made them. Recent research
by Snow, however, provided evidence that females also
actively participated in the cave art [14]. His initial
research showed that among six hand stencils found in
caves in France, four could be identiﬁed as female hands.
Research in additional caves, supported by the National
Geographic Society, conﬁrmed with a larger sample that
females probably made a majority (75%) of the hand
stencils.
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Many existing methods for handprint sexual identiﬁcation
are limited because they are based on measurements of
three ﬁngers (index, ring, and little) and the overall hand
length. First, the tedious manual measuring process inhibits
studies on large-scale image data sets across age groups
and ethnic populations. Unlike many other biometric data,
handprint measurements across such populations are not
currently available from large standard data sets and thus
must be acquired according to privacy protocols. Second,
the measuring process is prone to subjective errors when
determining the starting and ending points of the length of
the digit. Third, the absolute measurements require scale
information that is consistently missing in the published
photographs.
To overcome these limitations, we leveraged advanced
image processing and machine learning techniques in order
to infer sexual identities from handprints. Our method uses
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Figure 1: 200 hand stencils (top) on the wall of Gua Tewet, Borneo and six black hand stencils (bottom)
associated with the Spotted Horse mural in Pech-Merle, France.
normalized relative measures to achieve scale invariance,
which allows the investigation of a larger portion of the
publicly available data than would otherwise be available.
Automatic classiﬁcation of sex based on handprint images
is a new technique. Sex classiﬁcation based on other types
of images has focused on features such as facial images [6,
12], gait analysis from walking video sequences [3], and
integrated visual and audio cues [19]. Biometric security
research has investigated hand-based human identiﬁcation
systems using various features [1, 8, 20, 21].
Sex classiﬁcation based only on hand images is challenging. Most people can instantly make a fairly accurate judgment of sex classiﬁcation based on a photograph of a face.
However, untrained observers often ﬁnd it diﬃcult to determine the sex based only on a handprint. It seems that for
sexual identiﬁcation hands contain less distinctive information than faces. Hand recognition is also diﬀerent from individual human identiﬁcation because any proposed approach
that will successfully distinguish between two sex categories

must be robust with regard to the signiﬁcant variance among
the hands of diﬀerent subjects.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
the classiﬁcation method is described in Section 2. The
experimental results are provided in Section 3. We conclude
and suggest future research in Section 4.

2.

AUTOMATIC SEX CLASSIFICATION

Our sex classiﬁcation procedure consists of three major
steps. First, the handprint image is segmented, and the
hand contour is extracted. Second, points of interest (POIs),
e.g., the ﬁnger tips and the valleys between the ﬁngers,
are located on the contour to compute the hand geometric
features, including the lengths and widths of the ﬁngers.
These features are normalized to be insensitive to scale
diﬀerences. Finally, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [16]
classiﬁer that has been trained on manually classiﬁed hand
images is used to predict the sexual identity of the hand.
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Figure 2: The hand segmentation, point-of-interest detection, and feature extraction steps in our analysis.
(A) the original hand image, (B) the image in the HSV color space, (C) image segmentation based on Kmeans statistical clustering, (D) the hand contour overlay, (E) the angle signature plotted, (F) the detected
points-of-interest marked with green circles, ordering from thumb to little ﬁnger (from dark to light green),
(G) three anchoring points located based on the points-of-interest, and (H) the feature set marked with blue
lines.

2.1 Hand Segmentation
Our automated sex classiﬁcation system needs to handle
both color and gray images because handprints in artworks
do not usually have skin colors. The hand segmentation
algorithm must be robust enough so that fuzzy handprints
from artworks can be processed.
For each color hand image, we ﬁrst convert it from the
RGB color space to the Hue, Saturation, Value (HSV) color
space due to the improved perception characteristics of the
HSV space. Previous work has also shown that skin colors
tend to form tighter clusters in the HSV space than in
RGB space [9]. This property makes the separation between
clusters easier.
For gray images, the method remains the same except that
we segment the hand based on image intensities instead of
the color components. In the rest of the paper, to simplify
the explanation, we assume the picture is colored.
We perform K-means clustering on the pixel values to
segment an input image into two components: the hand
blob and the background. The K-means algorithm is a
fast and eﬀective clustering method that partitions feature
vectors into K groups by minimizing a sum-of-squares
cost function [7]. Wang et al. [18] used K-means in the
SIMPLIcity image retrieval system to achieve real-time
segmentation of images.
We set K = 2 as we assume the hand is against a
relatively clear and monochromatic background. There is

a vast volume of literature on detecting hands from images
with a rich background. Because our primary goal is sex
classiﬁcation, we conﬁne the scope of our problem with this
simpliﬁed assumption. The segmentation results usually
contain small debris and require post-processing to extract
a clean and complete hand blob. Here we apply connected
component analysis [10] to extract the largest connected
component in the foreground as the desired hand blob.

2.2

Hand Feature Detection

The extracted hand blob is analyzed to locate the POIs,
i.e., ﬁnger tips and valleys, that correspond to the central
points of the high curvature sections on the hand contour.
A contour of length n is denoted C = {p1 , p2 , ..., pn }, where
pi = (x, y) is the pixel coordinate of a point on the contour.
Because the contour is often not smooth, direct computation
of the curvature on the contour may not be reliable. Instead,
we compute an angle signature from the contour. For each
pi , we deﬁne its neighborhood of length l along the contour
as
Hi = {pi−l , pi−l+1 , ..., pi+l−1 , pi+l } .
For this work, we set l = 50. We also deﬁne the backward
vector and the forward vector as
−
p−−→
p and −
v→ = −
p−p−→ .
v→ = −
bi

i−l i

fi

i i+l

The angle signature is generated by proceeding along
−
→
the contour and recording the angle between −
v→
bi and vfi .
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Figure 3: Example images from the scan training collection with their corresponding features automatically
extracted. Human subjects were recruited to obtain the hand scans using a ﬂatbed scanner.
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Figure 4: Example images from the star training collection with their corresponding features automatically
extracted. The four hands (from left to right) belong to Colleen Moore, Elizabeth Taylor, John Barrymore,
and Ray Milland, respectively.
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Figure 5: Predictions provided by the system for two images in the cave data.
In the ideal case, the angle signature should have nine
valleys, which correspond to the POI. However, as shown
in Fig. 2(E), although less jaggy than the point curvature,
the angle signature can still be noisy and has many false
hits. Therefore, a non-minimum suppression process [17]
is applied to the signature to locate the true valleys. The
prior knowledge of the hand shape is utilized to map the
POI to the corresponding ﬁnger tips and valleys. ordered
set of POI, starting from the thumb to the little ﬁnger.
Geometric features of the hand and the relative location
of other crucial marks on the hand like knuckles [13] can
be further computed from the POI. For each digit, we
sample λ segments for the ﬁnger width, which is set to ﬁve
in our study. We denote the set of features D = {di :
i = 1, ..., 5λ + 7}, where di (i = 1, ..., 5) are the ﬁnger
lengths; di (i = 6, 7) are the palm measurements, and di

(i = 8, ..., 5λ + 7) are the ﬁnger widths samples (Fig. 2(H),
for details refer to [13]).
To compensate for the image scale problem, the middle
ﬁnger is selected as the reference digit, and the rest of the
features are normalized by dividing its length. We further
extend D with three ratios r1 = d2 /d4 , r2 = d2 /d5 , and
r3 = d4 /d5 . In [11], r1 has been shown to be sexually
dimorphic. A ratio of 1.00 for women and 0.98 for men
was reported in a Liverpool sample. The other two ratios
are added according to the observation that both should
be high for females [14]. We discard the length of the
thumb because this feature has been empirically observed
to be unstable and consequently unreliable. The normalized
length of the middle ﬁnger is also omitted because it is
always one. Recall that the middle ﬁnger is the reference
digit for normalization. To summarize, for λ = 5, we have a
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Figure 6: Predictions provided by the system for two images in the cave data. The machine predictions are
diﬀerent from those in a published study [14].
ﬁnal feature set D̂ of 33 features with three ﬁnger lengths,
25 ﬁnger width samples, two palm measurements, and three
ﬁnger length ratios.
A summary of the hand segmentation, POI detection,
and geometric feature extraction algorithms is illustrated
in Fig. 2.

2.3 Sex Classification using SVM
To implement the sex classiﬁcation, we use a binary SVM
classiﬁer [16], which once trained can predict a given hand
image as either male or female. In our experiments, we use
Radial Basis Function (RBF) as the kernel. The normalized
feature set D̂ from each hand image forms a 33-dimensional
feature vector that is supplied to the SVM classiﬁer.
There are a total of 175 training images from two sex

classes, including 85 male samples and 90 female samples.
Figs. 3 and 4 show some example images in these data sets.
The training samples come from two collections.
• We refer to the ﬁrst data set as the scan data, which
consists of 68 scans of handprints (half female and
half male) [14]. There is one scan for each hand of
an individual subject.
• The second data set, which we refer as the star
data, is a collection of digital photos of 107 movie
star handprints (51 male and 56 female) that we
photographed outside of the Chinese Theater in
Hollywood.
The SVM classiﬁer, trained over the union of these sets, is
used to predict the sexual identity of the handprints from the
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Figure 7: Results on sex classiﬁcation for digital photos of hands. Among the four hands, only one was
incorrectly predicted as from a female hand (last one).
cave data, which contains handprints found in prehistoric
caves in France [14]. There is good reason to assume
that measures based on the handprints of modern humans
are applicable to hand stencils found in Upper Paleolithic
caves [14].
Ideally, the same automatic process should be applied
to all training and testing handprint images. However,
the hand contours of most handprints in the scan and
cave cases are often diﬃcult to detect accurately due to
the way they were created. Even experts may not be
able to quickly discern with certainty the boundary of the
handprint. To overcome this, we manually extracted the
hand contours for images in these two data sets. Automatic
image segmentation method is used to detect the hand
contours for the star data. All the images were rescaled
to the same resolution, with 480 pixels on the longest edge,
prior to further processing. We tested several classiﬁers [15],
including a SVM with diﬀerent kernels, a linear discriminant
analysis classiﬁer, and a nearest-neighbor classiﬁer. The
SVM with the Gaussian Radian Basis Function kernel
demonstrated the highest cross-validation accuracy.

3. EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS
The performance assessment of our classiﬁer was based
on ten rounds of cross validation over the training data.
During each round, ﬁfty samples were randomly chosen as

the holdout validation set. The remaining 125 samples were
used for training. An average accuracy of 72% was achieved
for our large sample of modern European hands. The
continuum of modern hands reveals considerable overlap
between male and female specimens in the middle range.
When scaled against modern hands, stencils from 32
caves in France and Spain tended to fall near the ends
of that continuum, suggesting that sexual dimorphism was
more pronounced during the Upper Paleolithic. Because of
this distinction, the sexual identities of Upper Paleolithic
hand stencils can be determined with greater certainty than
would be the case for any modern specimen. As shown in
Figs. 5 and 6, two of our predictions contradict ﬁndings in
a previous study [14].
Because neither our machine-based method nor a
handprint expert can determine the sexual identities reliably
without making mistakes, when there is a contradiction
like this it can be diﬃcult to tell which method has the
correct prediction. For our study of the cave data in
particular, because the extraction of the hand contours is
done manually for the cave data, consistency of the machinebased extraction algorithm cannot be maintained. As a
result, further analysis of these results is necessary.
To demonstrate the robustness and potential future
applications of our algorithm, we tested it using photos of
hands that were taken by high-resolution digital cameras.
Our algorithm exhibited high tolerance to the variance in the

poses of the hands, illumination conditions, and existence of
accessories, such as watches, wristbands, and rings (Fig. 7).
Our automatic sex classiﬁcation system does not require
any specialized input devices or any user supervision for
parameter tuning and processes handprints in real time on
a single-CPU Linux computer.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
An automated real-time method for classifying the sex of
images of human handprints has been developed in order to
facilitate archaeological research. The method is based on
machine learning and image processing techniques. Realworld images from various sources, including handprints of
prehistoric cave artists, have been tested.
This work represents one part of our continuing work to
develop cybertools for archeology [15] and is an example
of the increasing application of computational methods to
archeology and cultural heritages [2]. Further directions
to pursue include exploring the properties of the extracted
features and their relative discriminative importance in
sex role and their variance under diﬀerent ethnic/age
populations. A statistical model of hand shapes may further
improve accuracy. While the current method is general, it
is not suitable for situations where people have changed sex,
or have deformed hands or ﬁngers.
The application of this approach in forensics and humancomputer interaction could lead to unexpected discoveries.
For instance, law enforcement oﬃcers can use this method
to proﬁle the criminal when a handprint is available. Future
computer systems with a handprint scanner can use a
technique like this for user authentication.
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